At your service, for Amarinth and
Girdlestone pumps.
You can rely on Amarinth’s specialist knowledge and expertise to make
sure your pumps are returned to operation quickly and get the plant
back on-line.
●

●

Amarinth can help with repairs, routine maintenance, installation
and commissioning to reduce your downtime and prevent loss of
valuable production revenue.
Our nationwide network of fully equipped workshops is staffed
by experienced engineers. We can overhaul most types of pumps,
maximising your uptime and lowering your costs!

●

Round the clock service
Amarinth is dedicated to providing exceptional
service, which means you get the best possible
response, quality and workmanship, total
satisfaction is guaranteed.
With a genuine 24 hours a day, 365 days a year
call out - we will be there to help when you
need us.

●

Quality parts
Our no-compromise approach and best
engineering practice means our UK
manufactured parts are made to the highest
possible standards, and a known performance
envelope.
By choosing Amarinth you are assured of the
ultimate in reliability, which is backed by our full
12 month warranty.

Emergency Hotline

07963 350038

Amarinth™is a Registered Trade Mark of Amarinth Limited

●

Help is at hand
With over 240 years of pump experience,
Amarinth has extensive technical expertise
on hand to ensure you get the best solution
to your needs... fast.

●

Parts regeneration
Register your unwanted and unused parts for
Girdlestone pumps on the Amarinth database, and
we’ll help find someone who needs them, reducing
your excess stock and turning it into cash.

●

ATEX upgrades
The impact of ATEX is a serious issue for all
pump users. Amarinth can up-grade your existing
Girdlestone pump assets to conform to the latest
EU regulations by fitting a new compliant and
certified bearing bracket and seal arrangement.

●

Asset management
If like many pump users you are continually
evaluating the support of your plant and
equipment and are considering outsourcing it,
we have good news for you.
Amarinth provide a comprehensive and diverse
range of services to meet the demands of the
process industry. Our total pump management
concept will take care of your new equipment
procurement, engineering spares, overhauling and
repairs. Now you can focus on running your
processes and...

“We were struggling with the reliability of a mag drive
pump, the bearings just wouldn’t last. The engineers at
Amarinth took on the problem with the result that the
pump was returned to us within 48 hours, along with
a full report on their findings and action taken and the
unit has run reliably ever since”.

UK Pharmaceutical Company
“Amarinth is working together with Ceetak Engineering
and the combination of our product knowledge and
manufacturing capability and their trained engineers
and strategically located service centres ensures we
provide unrivalled levels of service”.

Oliver Brigginshaw MD Amarinth Ltd

™
For a no obligation discussion on how we
can help you achieve significant savings in
installation costs and downtime, call
our sales team on 01394 462120 or visit
our website at www.amarinth.com
Amarinth Ltd,
Bentwaters Parks,
Rendlesham,
Woodbridge,
Suffolk. IP12 2TW
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